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Patchwork & Quilting Courses 
 

Patchwork Courses (10 sessions of 2.5 hours)   Starts         

16-Jan-18  Tuesday Evening 7-9:30pm      £150/£135 

17-Jan-18  Wednesday Morning 10-12:30pm (This session is full) £150/£135 

17-Jan-18Wednesday Afternoon 1:30-4pm (Places available)    £150/£135 

 

These classes  are weekly sessions booked in termly blocks of 10 
weeks.  Dates will be notified at time of booking.  Class projects 
vary from course to course and students can also bring thier own 
projects to work on if the class project does not appeal to them. 
The proposed project for January is Tulips, this lovely quilt uses 
peeled back edges to create easy curves and simple fabric folding 
for the stamens.   

v Suitable for all levels unless specified in the calendar 
v Complete beginners can join this course and discuss suitable projects. 

 

Equilateral Triangles Heart Mug Rugs (or quilt)  One Day Saturday 03-Feb-18 

             £30/£27 

 

This quilt pattern uses equilateral triangles 
(60 degrees) to form heart shapes which 
can be made up as valentine mug rugs.  
Alternatively you can make up a whole quilt 
with the triangles.  Cutting can either be 
done using a 60 degree triangle ruler or the 

marks on you normal 24½ x 6½ ruler.  Both techniques will be 
demonstrated. 

v Machine sewing. 
v You need to be familiar with rotary cutting strips 
 

Faux Log Cabin    One Day Saturday 03-Mar-18  £30/£27 

 

This quilt pattern uses the light and dark aspect of log cabin 
without the strips.  It is made using squares and can be made 
from ten or more different fabrics, making it great for using up 
scraps.   The square quilt, you need 360 squares plus yardage of 
your background fabric which will be cut into strips. The starting 
size of your squares determines to the finished size of your 
quilt.  The twin version is rectangular so you need 480 squares.  
This quilt pattern can also be strip pieced which will be 
demonstrated. 

v Machine sewing 
 


